
uPVC was still a new phenomenon in market and customers 
din’t understand much of its USP’s and its superiority over the 

counterparts dominant in the market. 

The idea was to create a uPVC doors and window brand, which 
could reserve its space in the segment and in the industry.



CASE STUDY

German Technology uPVC Window 
& Door Systems
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Setup in 2002, "Window Magic", a division of Window Magic India Pvt. Ltd. 

(Formerly Ramtex Overseas Pvt. Ltd) is a part of the JV Group. It emerged from a 

collaboration with the Profine Group of Germany which is the world’s largest 

manufacturers of uPVC profiles operating under the brand name of 

Kommerling. As a company today, with years of experience, they have 

succeeded in building up a range of state-of-the-art technologies to 

manufacture windows and doors, profile lamination in various colors, insect 

screen and glass solutions. 
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With the provision of exceptional services and expertise they have received 

overwhelming customer responses. Their myriad products include casement 

windows & doors, tilt & turn windows, sliding windows & doors, designer 

window, conservatory and lift & slide doors. Vert Spring Windows, Plisse Double 

Window, Lat Single Window and Lat Double Window are our notable other 

products. With such a wide range of products and enhanced production 

capabilities, they have been able to build a strong loyalty amongst a vast 

customer base that is spread all across the nation.
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FLAGS COMMUNICATIONS ROLE IN THE ORGANIZATION

Flags Comm is the Brand’s Marketing Agency from past 5 years. Entire Brand 
Marketing and Advertising is outsourced to us and we work as their 
extended wing and partners. Areas we look after:

 Marketing & Advertising

 Brand Management

 Digital Marketing

 Public Relations
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INITIAL BRAND 

CHALLENGES:

 uPVC was a new introduction for the customer

 Window Magic was a very new brand

 Most of the sector was unorganised

 Brand owners were also new to the industry as previous experience 

was in different sector

 Entire share of the sector was captured by a giant coming from big 

background
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HOW FLAGS PLAYED THE ROLE OF A MARCOM AGENCY?

As an integrated MARCOM agency, Flags took upon the complete exercise for 
Window Magic to establish it as one of the leading players in uPVC industry. 
Undertaking all the above mentioned exercises, Flags transformed the brand into 
an aspirational one. Steps followed were:

 Thorough Understanding of the sector

 Understanding the current brand positioning

 Competition Analysis to have the in-depth knowledge and understand the 

threats and opportunities
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HOW FLAGS PLAYED THE ROLE OF A MARCOM AGENCY?

 Transforming the brand look and feel

 Establishing the brand spokesperson as the industry expert

 Sales and business reviews

 Crafting customised marketing strategies according to the needs of the market 

and need of the sector

 Generating sales leads for the company through aggressive sales  oriented 

marketing exercise with extremely focused approach
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B2C COMMUNICATION

B2C was the phase one when Flags started handling Window Magic. It was 
important to create an aspirational value around the brand. First task in hand was 

to make brand visually appealing to go out in the market.
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 Entire Brand Look was refreshed with chick looking photoshoots. The brand was 

projected as a must have for one’s premium abode
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 Different communication for different set of TG was drafted
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 Popular yet cost effective mediums were used for brand promotions

 Exclusive offers were floated

 Specific ranges according to specific seasons were being emphasised upon
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 Aggressive PR exercise was carried out in B2C print/ electronic and Digital mediums
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 Aggressive Digital marketing was carried out to reach out to the target masses in 

target regions
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 Second phase of brand 

refreshment happened 

with complete change in 

brand identity. Completely 

bold and sexy avatar was 

given to the brand by 

crafting a first of its kind 

industry logo
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 Brand ambassador was 

hired, which no one had 

ever done in the 

fenestration industry
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 Fresh and brand new Brand videos, print ads, digital campaigns were rolled out in 

the market which gave instant hit and created sufficient buzz. 
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 All the above mentioned 

advertising mediums were 

used including airline 

magazines to create a 

strong brand recall
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B2B COMMUNICATION

There were old players established in the market. Also a lot of unorganized 
players were already taking away the share. It was way too important to be 
established as a serious player in the market and the biggest strength was 

Window Magic’s German Quality. 
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 Strategies were made to successfully tap Architects and Real estate developers.

 Various industry platforms were explored for participation

 Important events and exhibitions were being tapped

 Various communications were made and executed specially for the trade

 Regular touch base was maintained with all the stakeholders to keep hammering 

the brand

 Great emphasis was given on creating a strong channel partner network
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 Aggressive PR carried out in trade magazines and portals 
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 Reputed industry bodies like  FOAID, IIA, IIID etc sees the brand’s regular participation

 Various business collaborations being established through Flags Business Club
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ACHIEVEMENT/ SUCCESS STORY

 Window Magic today is amongst the top3/top5 brands in the uPVC fenestration 

industry

 Biggest player in the industry feels so threatened that it has purchased Window 

Magic as the keyword to remain on top in the Digital space

https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&rlz=1C1SQJL_enIN890IN890&ei=-_K0XsHqLfDbz7sP08OZ-
Ac&q=top+5+upvc+brands+in+india&oq=top+5+upvc+brands+in+india&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIFCAAQzQIyBQgAEM
0CMgUIABDNAjIFCAAQzQIyBQgAEM0COgQIABBHUOuCAljrggJgx4QCaABwAXgAgAGZAYgBmQGSAQMwLjGYAQCgAQG
qAQdnd3Mtd2l6&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwiB1IeFyaPpAhXw7XMBHdNhBn8Q4dUDCAw&uact=5

https://www.google.com/search?q=window+magic&oq=window+magic&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l4j46j0l2.5192j1j7&sou
rceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&rlz=1C1SQJL_enIN890IN890&ei=-_K0XsHqLfDbz7sP08OZ-Ac&q=top+5+upvc+brands+in+india&oq=top+5+upvc+brands+in+india&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIFCAAQzQIyBQgAEM0CMgUIABDNAjIFCAAQzQIyBQgAEM0COgQIABBHUOuCAljrggJgx4QCaABwAXgAgAGZAYgBmQGSAQMwLjGYAQCgAQGqAQdnd3Mtd2l6&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwiB1IeFyaPpAhXw7XMBHdNhBn8Q4dUDCAw&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?q=window+magic&oq=window+magic&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l4j46j0l2.5192j1j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


ACHIEVEMENT/ SUCCESS STORY

 Brand spokesperson is now considered as the industry spokesperson

 Brand has won awards and accolades for its overall market presence

 Finally, the company’s turnover has grown multifolds with exceptional ROI’s
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FLAGS COMMUNICATIONS 

IS PROUD TO BE STILL HANDLING THE BRAND MARKETING 

DEPARTMENT OF WINDOW MAGIC SUCESSFULLY AND THE 

STORY CONTINUES……
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We always wanted an agency to be a long 

term partner who can think alike and match 

our speed, quality and most importantly stick 

to the tough deadlines. I can vouch… they are 

the best, if you want to grow your business.
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Mr. Manish Bansal
MD, Window Magic



THANK YOU

LET’S CONNECT @ 0931005585


